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Research on the ruins
29 AUGUSTUS

De baptismal biabsidata
The baptismal biabsidata is very old, situated behind the church, and contains very well preserved mosaics. On
the floor one can find the fragments of fish mosaics and the word ‘bondilay’. The cathedral of the st. Euphemius
is a beautiful ruin. With forceful colonnes, altars, open graves like the one in the st. Bavo ruin back home in
Ghent, from the same time period.

Zicht op de kathedraal ruïne

The ruïn of ‘Saint Mary with portico’
This ruin was constructed in the 12th century, so before the massive destruction of everything on the island in
1169. There must have been a smaller and much older building, dating from the 5th century. In the east the is
a half circular shaped absis. What I find particularly fascinating here, is the the natural rock, sculpted and
excavated to make the church possible there, the remains from buildings from different time frames and
nature taking over again, trees growing on and right next to the ruins.
In the wall on the right side , I saw a stone that I was intrigued by immediately: he shows me a face, a skull
maybe (my first association), a knight (my second association) or is it a fossile? I call it ‘the knight of st. Mary’.

‘ The knight of st. Mary’

ANTIQUARIUM - OSSUCCIO

The origins of the silvery rock
30 augustus
The big question .. how is it possible that 10000
years ago, during the last ice age, this small island
resisted the unbelievable forces of ice, while
meanwhile a gigantic lake was created, a huge
canyon was made by the same ice? What kind of
rock is resilient to these forces?
The Antiquarium is the keeper of the human
history on the island, and there was not really an
answer to my question here. Men build and livesd
on this rock for many centuries.

Het weerbarstige gesteente

Villa barbianella is situated on a kind of half-island
too, probably with the same kind of rock?
Martin Bell wrote about time: “ I see time like a
curtain that devide you from the past, but it a very
porous, movable division. It can be far away and
open the view to something further away than
your own time frame. Like zooming in with a
camera, bringing the image closer to you.

I decide to do something similar - bringing the
different times closer to me

DRAWINGS - PHOTOS

Less and less
The longer I stay here, the less concrete my
thoughts become, the more I just look. Time
becomes different from what I am used to. I look
at the ever changing light, the mountains, the
clouds, foldings, waves. I walk a lot and get to
know the rocks, the ruins, the vegetation and the
animals. I become more and more quiet and
listen to the sounds that belong here. And I start
feeling better and better, away from the people
and closer to the silver. There is solitude, no
loneliness.
And together with these changes, I start to work
really hard and very concentrated on the
drawings and the projections. There are many,
many technical issues but I know what to do now.

This is the first drawing of the silvery rock
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A R C H E O LO GY O F T H E H U M B L E M I N D - F OTO ’ S

A R C H E O LO GY O F T H E H U M B L E M I N D

A R C H E O LO GY O F T H E H U M B L E M I N D
Conclusie

Wendell Berry Worte this, what I experienced…

We enter solitude, in which we also lose loneliness. True solitude is found in
the wild places, where one is without human obligation.
One’s inner voices become audible. One feels the attraction of one’s most
intimate sources.
In consequence, one responds more clearly to other lives. The more coherent
one becomes within oneself as a creature, the more fully one enters into the
communion of all creatures.
From the order of nature we return to the order — and the disorder — of
humanity.
From the larger circle we must go back to the smaller, the smaller within the
larger and dependent on it.
One enters the larger circle by willingness to be a creature, the smaller by
choosing to be a human.
And having returned from the woods, we remember with regret its restfulness.
For all creatures there are in place, hence at rest.
In their most strenuous striving, sleeping and waking, dead and living, they
are at rest.
In the circle of the human we are weary with striving, and are without rest.
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